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Gene expression analysis of skin grafts and
cultured keratinocytes using synthetic RNA
normalization reveals insights into differentiation
and growth control
Shintaro Katayama1, Tiina Skoog1, Eeva-Mari Jouhilahti1, H. Annika Siitonen2,3, Kristo Nuutila4, Mari H Tervaniemi2,3,
Jyrki Vuola5, Anna Johnsson6, Peter Lönnerberg6, Sten Linnarsson6, Outi Elomaa2,3, Esko Kankuri4* and Juha Kere1,3,7*
Abstract

Background: Keratinocytes (KCs) are the most frequent cells in the epidermis, and they are often isolated and
cultured in vitro to study the molecular biology of the skin. Cultured primary cells and various immortalized cells
have been frequently used as skin models but their comparability to intact skin has been questioned. Moreover,
when analyzing KC transcriptomes, fluctuation of polyA+ RNA content during the KCs’ lifecycle has been omitted.
Results: We performed STRT RNA sequencing on 10 ng samples of total RNA from three different sample types: i)
epidermal tissue (split-thickness skin grafts), ii) cultured primary KCs, and iii) HaCaT cell line. We observed significant
variation in cellular polyA+ RNA content between tissue and cell culture samples of KCs. The use of synthetic RNAs
and SAMstrt in normalization enabled comparison of gene expression levels in the highly heterogenous samples
and facilitated discovery of differences between the tissue samples and cultured cells. The transcriptome analysis
sensitively revealed genes involved in KC differentiation in skin grafts and cell cycle regulation related genes in
cultured KCs and emphasized the fluctuation of transcription factors and non-coding RNAs associated to sample types.
Conclusions: The epidermal keratinocytes derived from tissue and cell culture samples showed highly different polyA+
RNA contents. The use of SAMstrt and synthetic RNA based normalization allowed the comparison between tissue and
cell culture samples and thus proved to be valuable tools for RNA-seq analysis with translational approach. Transciptomics
revealed clear difference both between tissue and cell culture samples and between primary KCs and immortalized
HaCaT cells.
Background
Skin is a multi-layered tissue that is composed of con-
tinuously renewing epidermis – with keratinocytes (KCs)
as a predominant cell type – and underlying dermis pop-
ulated mostly by fibroblasts. The life span of epidermal
keratinocytes is controlled by two alternative pathways:
differentiation as their normal function or activation as
an altered function in wound healing or skin diseases [1].
Epidermal KCs residing in the basal layer of the epidermis
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differentiate through multiple layers and finally shed as
cornified dead cells from the skin surface [2, 3].

The relatively noninvasive sampling together with the
methods that allow culturing of pure KCs have greatly
facilitated research on skin and KCs. In cell culture, KCs
are uncoupled from their tissue environment that natur-
ally provides a network of homeostatic control signals;
they are induced to either retain an active proliferative
state or to differentiate. However, the prolonged KC cul-
turing leads to the induction of cellular senescence [4] and
therefore not only primary KCs but also immortalized KC
lines, such as HaCaT (a spontaneously immortalized cell
line) [5], have been widely studied to understand various
normal and altered functions of the skin. HaCaT cells rep-
resent a highly popular model system since despite some
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UV-inducible mutations in TP53 alleles [6, 7] they are
non-tumorigenic and have retained their capacity to differ-
entiate [5, 7, 8]. The comparability of each of the models to
intact skin has often been questioned. In the current study,
we address the question of how representative models cul-
tured KCs and HaCaTs are for studying human epidermis.

Genome-wide expression profiling is an useful approach
to screen key genes with respect to different cellular sta-
tuses and to further model the regulatory networks [9].
Microarray technology provides a traditional profiling
method to measure thousands of known genes simultan-
eously, but it has recently been replaced by RNA-seq tech-
nology that has proven to give more detailed insights into
transcriptome. Both technologies have been previously
applied to study the gene expression in skin [10–12]. How-
ever, an important fact has been largely omitted: when KCs
undergo their complex lifecycle, they change not only cell
size and cell cycle kinetics, but also the actively transcribed
RNA content, with the largest RNA content in fresh,
actively growing cultured KCs [13]. In microarray, RNA-
seq and even qRT-PCR, the same amount of total RNA is
loaded for each sample, although yields of the polyA+
RNAs purified from total RNAs may differ. Moreover,
normalization for the differential expression test expects
equivalent expression levels for several co-expressed genes
[14]. Therefore, the genome-wide expression profiling in
the previous studies might have underestimated the com-
plexity of the KC transcriptome during their lifecycle.

In this study, we revisit the skin and KC transcriptome
with respect to fluctuation of polyA+ RNA content by
the keratinocyte statuses; differentiated, activated, senes-
cent and immortalized. Four types of human keratinocyte
samples represented these cell statuses: epidermal tissue
(split-thickness skin grafts; SGs), cultured primary KCs in
early and late passages, and HaCaT cell line. To reduce
the sample size and sequencing costs and to control the
fluctuation of mRNA concentration, we applied single-cell
tagged reverse transcription (STRT) sequencing method
for expression profiling using 10 ng of total RNA per
sample which is ten times less than required for a con-
ventional RNA-seq method [15]. For accurate expression
profiling and statistical tests, we employed STRT RNA-seq
with synthetic polyA+ spike-in RNA [16], and SAMstrt
statistical package with spike-in based normalization [14].
We first evaluated the improvements of our approach on
the genome-wide expression profiling and confirmed the
accuracy of the improved methods by literature survey of
the keratin and collagen genes. Then we extracted genes
that correlated with the sample types, and genes contribut-
ing to the sample classification, especially transcription fac-
tors [17] and long noncoding RNAs [18], as candidate
regulators for keratinocyte characters. These results pro-
vide new insights into the skin transcriptome and into the
usefulness of primary KCs and HaCaTs as model systems.
Results and discussion
Sample preparation, STRT RNAseq, and quality control
The protocol for sample preparation is depicted in Fig. 1.
We collected SG biopsies with minimal inclusion of der-
mis and full thickness skin biopsies for KC culture from
8 donors undergoing plastic surgery (Additional file 1:
Table S1). The SG samples were used directly for total
RNA extraction whereas the full-thickness biopsies were
used to set up KC cultures from which total RNA was ex-
tracted at early (1st; EKC) and late (5th-6th; LKC) passages.
After RNA quality control (Additional file 2: Table S2), 16
samples were used to prepare two STRT libraries using
3 technical replicates, each containing 10 ng total RNA
(Additional file 3: Table S3). Each STRT library was se-
quenced on four lanes of Illumina HiSeq 2000 instrument.
In average, there were 10.8 million STRT reads and
7.92 million mapped reads per replica. After alignment
to the human genome and gene-based quantitation, we
confirmed consistency between all technical replicates
(Additional file 4: Table S4, Additional file 5: Figure S1
and Additional file 6: Figure S2). One sample (10k1b,
EKC replica 2 of donor 10k) exhibited exceptionally
high relative polyA+ transcript counts (Additional file 5:
Figure S1), and displayed unexpected overexpression of
some abundantly expressed genes (Additional file 6:
Figure S2). Therefore, we excluded it from further consid-
eration as an outlier potentially biasing further analyses.

Varying polyA+ RNA content in 10 ng total RNA
A common assumption is that cells to be compared
contain equal amounts of RNA. However, KCs have been
shown to change their RNA content over time in long-
term culture [13], leading us to further investigate the dif-
ferences in polyA+ RNA contents in our samples. We
found that the estimated polyA+ RNA contents as quanti-
fied against the added spike-in RNA controls varied in
different sample types (Additional file 5: Figure S1). The
variation was larger than the variation of the repeatedly
measured total RNA amounts that were loaded for sequen-
cing (Fig. 2a). Such differences can lead to the misin-
terpretation of differential expression when traditional
endogenous gene-based normalization is applied. This
is demonstrated in Fig. 2b, which is a comparison of
10k donor samples between SG and EKCs. The en-
dogenous gene-based normalization method did not
estimate the spike-in levels equivalently although the
amount of spike-in RNAs were equal in all samples. Because
the normalized spike-in levels must be same in the compari-
son, we employed the recently developed normalization
method, SAMstrt [14], which uses exclusively the spike-in
RNAs for normalization (Fig. 2c). Validation assays by
qRT-PCR confirmed the upregulation of two house-
keeping genes, RPLP0 and RPL13A, as predicted by
the spike-in-based normalization, both of which were



predicted unchanged or downregulated by the gene-
based normalization (Fig. 2d). Moreover, the spike-in-
based normalization method provided more consistent
expression patterns in multiple samples with the qRT-
PCR measurements (Fig. 2e). In conclusion, the ob-
served variation in the polyA+ RNA content in 10 ng
total RNA led to a misinterpretation of the expression
pattern by the gene-based normalization method, but it
became more reliable by the spike-in based normalization.

Characterization of SGs, cultured KCs, and HaCaTs by
differentially expressed genes
When we assessed the transcriptome profiles in the dif-
ferent samples, we found 11,908 differentially expressed
genes (Additional file 7: Table S5). Among them, 40 out
of 58 cytokeratin genes were differentially expressed
(Fig. 3a), and many of them well known markers for the

KC differentiation status both in cell culture and in tis-
sue [1, 19, 20]. Hierarchical clustering confirmed signifi-
cant contrasts between three sample types: SG, cultured
KC and HaCaT. SGs contained several cytokeratin tran-
scripts corresponding to cells at differentiated or differen-
tiating epidermal layers (KRT1, 2, and 10), whereas the
KCs contained cytokeratins typical of cells that maintain
their proliferative capacity (KRT5 and 14) or that are acti-
vated by wound healing, hyperproliferative skin diseases
or in vitro culturing (KRT6, 16, and 17) [1, 20]. KRT8 and
KRT18 that are the developmentally first keratins absent
from normal skin and rather characterizing simple epithe-
lia are in our data expressed by both cultured KCs and
HaCaTs supporting their proliferative and undifferentiated
nature [20].

There were no significant differences between the early
(EKC) and late (LKC) passage KCs in the cytokeratin

Fig. 1 Sample collection. a Split-thickness skin graft (SG) samples were harvested in the operating room using a dermatome. Lower panel shows
a haematoxylin-eosin stained section of SG sample demonstrating minimal dermis involvement (light blue tissue). b Full thickness biopsy samples
were collected as 3 mm punch biopsies. Red dotted line in the schematic drawing of skin (middle panel) demonstrates sampling depth for SG
samples (upper line) and punch biopsy samples (lower line). Keratinocyte (KC) cultures were established from punch biopsy samples after enzymatic
dissociation, and isolated primary KC were cultured to the passage 1 (EKC samples) and to the passage 5/6 (LKC samples). c The spontaneously
immortalized model keratinocyte cell line, HaCaT, was used as a cell line model. Total RNA was isolated from each sample as outlined in Materials and
Methods
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